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Muddy Waters accused "John Does 1-5" of impersonating Journal reporter William Horobin and
an investigator at French securities regulator Autorite des Marches Financiers (AMF) to learn of
Block's thoughts and whereabouts.

The video depicts an Oct. 30 meeting at a Manhattan hotel that Muddy Waters said was
requested the man claiming to be Horobin, but who the Journal said was Jean-Charles Brisard,
a French security and intelligence consultant.

Brisard has appeared often on television and the man in the video looks like him as pictured on
his website. (http://jean-charles-brisard.com/)

  

He could not immediately be reached by Reuters for comment. Brisard declined to comment to
the Journal on whether he had appeared in the video or worked for Casino.

In the video, the imposter acknowledged not being Horobin, but telling Block he impersonated
the reporter "because I want to meet you. There's no other ways to meet you."

"So Casino has not paid you to do this?" Block asked.

"No, no, not at all, not at all," the imposter responded.

After Block suggested "it seems kind of obvious" what he had in mind, the imposter walked
away.

"Casino already suffered several unfair attacks from Muddy Waters," a Casino spokeswoman
said on Monday. "This claim is another feeble attack to destabilize the group."
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Block said in an email: "The company's use of investigators to impersonate journalists and
government officials shows management's disregard for ethics and rules, and further reeks of
desperation."

The Journal has said its reporter Horobin made no inquiries to Muddy Waters. AMF has
declined to discuss its probe into activity by Casino and Muddy Waters, following Block's
criticisms of the retailer.

(Reporting by Jonathan Stempel in New York and Dominique Vidalon in Paris; additional
reporting by Pascale Denis in Paris, editing by G Crosse)

        Continue reading the main story      

Read more http://news.google.com/news/url?sa=t&amp;fd=R&amp;ct2=us&amp;usg=AFQjCN
FPxnIqLWgqys7awjcE4vTstIa7IQ&amp;clid=c3a7d30bb8a4878e06b80cf16b898331&amp;cid=
52779665004068&amp;ei=1D0BWqCECZaXhgHo-JmgCA&amp;url=https://www.nytimes.com/
reuters/2017/11/06/business/06reuters-casino-muddywaters.html
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